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IMPORTant opening message

THIS BOOKLET IS ABOUT PLANNING YOUR NEEDS FULFILLMENT
 INTO YOUR DAILY, WEEKLY & MONTHLY CALENDAR 

In the following pages, you will be asked to reread your Needs in your Profile 
Playbook, as well as go to the Desires - Priorities that you established when 
doing the Deep Desire Mind Map bonus exercises.    

WHAT IS KEY IS TO TAKE ACTION ON WHAT FEELS MOST ALIGNED TO YOU

You can be super busy and spend your day doing “routine tasks” that you 
might not think “belong” in a category of doing what “matters most to you”. 

But here is where most people make a huge mistake. And this “way of 
thinking” actually drains their energy and denies them of daily fulfillment. 

MOST PEOPLE THINK THAT WHAT MATTERS MOST IS ONLY FAMILY TIME OR 
SAVING THE PLANET OR BUILDING A HOSPITAL IN A 3rd WORLD NATION.

Now that you “know and feel your Needs” you will be asked to define a WHY 
something - a task - a project is “meaningful” to you by associating it with one 
or more of your Needs. It is advantageous to give deep and rich meanings by 
telling yourself the reason you do what you do. This applies even to the most 
“insignificant task”. You can energize yourself, stay motivated and fulfilled 
even when “taking out the garbage”. Sounds silly? Listen up!
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IMPORTant 

GIVING POSITIVE MEANINGS TO EVERYTHING IN YOUR DAY IS HEALTHY

Here is a personal example. Having lived on my own since I was 18 and 
having 4 kids, I have done lots of cooking. It is not my most favorite task, 
especially back in the years when I would need to cook 3 different types of 
meals per daily meal (in Italy we cook breakfast, lunch and dinner) because 
there was a newborn, toddler and hungry teenage boys in the house.

Some days I would feel cooking was a grind and very despised task so I would 
avoid it or do it last minute. But when I learned how to connect my innate 
Needs, as talents, to “what part of me” to put into the task of cooking, I found 
I could make it fun. The task did not change, my thought about the task did!

Just as I would combine my Life Purpose to the purpose of the task to get in a 
flow of creativity and “oneness” with what I “had” to do. In coaching you might  
have heard me say that my Purpose is “To Teach you how to be yourself with 
tools that nourish your body, mind and soul so you are free to realize 
yourself on your terms”. Well, I found I could apply that even to cooking. I 
started to teach my kids to cook so they were free and capable of doing it 
when I was busy. Now all 4 of them cook way better than I do!

Remember: Tasks just are. They are neither “positive nor negative”. Tasks are 
subjective. We, as people, with our feelings and thoughts, give our meanings 
to them. Often we associate “positive or negative” from our life experiences 
or even from how we saw our role models deal with them. 

USE YOUR FREE WILL AND GIVE MEANINGS THAT LIGHT YOU UP

It is actually the “meaning” that energizes you because fulfilling that Desire 
really “makes sense” on many levels and dimensions of your being-ness. Let’s 
talk more about how to get energy. Meaning, Energy & Fulfillment are linked. 
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IMPORTant 

MEASURE THE MEANING OF YOUR TASKS ALONG WITH YOUR ENERGY

I have found that the most energetic people, ones that have consistent “high 
vibes”, are those people who do what is most meaningful to them. But it is 
not just because they do “the meaningful stuff” but because they even have 
the ability to find or assign a meaning to things. They stay connected to a 
bigger WHY. This energizes them. You might know someone who seems to 
always have “good vibes” despite the stressful things they handle. 

These people don’t allow tasks or things drain their energy. How about you? 
Who is running your show? Do your tasks and to do’s have power over you?
There is a profound connection between meaning and energy levels.

When you are able to “assign” a meaning to something and when doing so 
you feel joy, love, acceptance and inner peace, you will have a high level of 
energy and great vibes. Make it a “game” of creating heart felt “meanings”!

Instead, you might only be able to give a meaning to a task or activity and you 
feel satisfied but inspired or motivated enough to get it done. In this “level” 
your energy will be average. But do you really feel average?  

Or maybe there is something you need to do but it creates fear, anxiety, or 
even hopelessness inside of you. This requires you to connect even more to 
your heart and your Needs. When you are able to define a meaning that 
allows you to accept the task then you can raise your energy. If you don’t, 
your emotional state will be so low that it will be difficult for you to get good 
results or create a positive outcome.  

I know it can be difficult when there are unexpected “tragedies” but let’s look  
more into your day to day life so your energy stays higher more consistently 
so you can handle every challenge that comes your way (PS Boredom or the 
frustration of not using your innate talents could be challenging too!) 
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List the Tasks 
you do weekly

Rate your Mood 
while doing it

What Innate Need / Talent  
do you use to do it

What New Meaning 
gives you energy

pRINT THIS PAGE 
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INSTRUCTIONS: In the column on the left, write down some of your daily tasks and then in all 
honesty, rate your mood from 1 (grumpy) to 10 (great) while you are doing them (up to now).   
In the third column, associate that task with one or more of your innate Needs as the qualities 
you use to complete the task. Observe if you are more in the good day or bad day behavior of 
the Needs. Then in the last column, give a new meaning to the task, as in my cooking story. The 
more you go inside of yourself to find your answers, the happier and healthier you become!
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List the Tasks 
you do weekly

Your Mood while 
doing them

What Innate Need / Talent  
do you use to do them

What New Meaning 
gives you energy
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Continued from the page before.
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The Most Important                      
To Do’s Weekly & Best Time to 

Do them

The Most Exciting                           
To Do’s Weekly & Best Time     

to Do them

The “Have To Do’s”       
Weekly & the Best Time     

to Do them
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INSTRUCTIONS: List the various things you do on a weekly basis and put them in one of the 3 
columns. Then think about your “biorhythms” - your energy levels throughtout the days. When 
is the best time to do them so they are done well - quickly, effectively, professionally, lovingly. 
Since this course is Your Life Your Way, you want to examine if the routine you now have for 
yourself really works for who you are. In your “ideal” day, how would you schedule your time to 
stay energized and do things with Purpose so each day is fulfilling. 
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Time of Day The Task - Project - Activity Why it Matters With Whom

Early Morning

Mid Morning

Noon Time

pRINT THIS PAGE 
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INSTRUCTIONS: Now bring all the pieces together: What you decide to do, Why it matters, the 
Meaning you give it, the Needs you Fulfill, Your Energy Level, When you do it and with Whom. 
Remember that this is about you, what fits who you are and what makes you feel more alive. 
Often we imitate or follow what we have been taught without reflecting on how it really impacts 
our days, our energy and our overall lives! Then share this with your loved ones for support.
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Time of Day The Task - Project - Activity Why it Matters With Whom

Early Afternoon

Late Afternoon 

Evening Time

Night Time

pRINT THIS PAGE 
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TONY BUZAN’S MIND MAP 
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Now you can Mind Map out your days like the example below from Tony Buzan’s 
latest book so you see your list visually in a way that is aligned to your brain. 

Or you can get out your calendar and simply jot in the tasks - activities and 
projects you placed on the pages before.  Test out certain strategies for self 
management - time management - energy management - meaning 
management and fulfillment management since each of these elements is 
part of a “recipe” for greater happiness and health.  

One such strategy could be “chunking” the “have to do’s” so you feel relieved 
when they are accomplished; or maybe intertwining exciting things in the 
middle of the less exciting ones. It is important to keep your energy high so 
you align even with sychronistic events that are unexpected surprises of how 
to fulfill even more of your Life Purpose and use your innate talents. 
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make everyday fulfilling

AND WHY NOT? 

On those days when you feel a bit “blah”, take it easy on yourself. 
Creating fulfillment and joy and happiness does not mean you have to be a 
productivity machine. You don’t always have to be doing something amazing. 

Those types of days could be “reset day” in which you recharge yourself. 
Remember we run on cycles, just as the year is made of different seasons. 
Some days you could be bursting with energy - like a sun filled summer day in 
the northern hemisphere. While other days you could be in “hybernation” 
mode as if you were living “winter”. 

If low energy days are or become repetitive and consistent, then hop on a call 
with me so we can see if you have Needs in your Personality that easily feel 
like “depression” when not understood. The link for that is here and use your 
coupon code: https://www.dianadentinger.com/products/discovery-session

There are also Free Masterclasses on Time Management that can help you 
since one is for women and the other for men! Find them here on my site: 
https://www.dianadentinger.com/pages/life-changing-free-resources

Knowing your Personality Needs and Living them to the fullest requires also 
spending time alone, reflecting, being in nature and most of all BREATHING! 
Since your Needs are in your DNA, in your Brain and in every cell of your 
body, give them a voice and listen. That is done easiest when there is quiet!  

All the best to Living Your Way,
Diana Dentinger
Creator Personality & Needs Profile™
Host of Your Life Your Way Podcast
Author of "Modus Vivendi Your Life Your Way" 
International Speaker & Neurobiology Therapist
Corporate Team Building Specialist & Entrepreneurial Coach
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